Abstract-In this paper, am algorithm for solving piecewiselinear networks that include elements with discontinuous characteristics is presented. The algorithm is based on modifications of the Katzenelson algorithm that traces the solution curve through regions where boundary conditions are satisfied. Jumps in the network output variables, caused by state changes of elements with discontinuous characteristics, may in turn result in additional state changes of piecewise-linear elements. To resolve these state changes, the network solution point is dragged over the line segment that connects the solution points at the discontinuity, and the network state is changed whenever boundary conditions are violated. Since the algorithm traces cause and effect sequence of state changes, it is well suited for application in time-domain simulations. The algorithm has been implemented in a simulator for piecewise linear networks, and extensively tested on networks encountered in power eiectroinics. An example of such application is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION IECEWISE-LINEAR approximation of element charac-P teristics in nonlinear networks can greatly simplify network analysis and reduce computational effort required for the network simulation. The network analysis consists of finding the correct states of piecewise-linear elements and solving the corresponding linear network. Time-domain simulation based on implicit integration algorithms is simple and efficient, because it reduces to solviing a sequence of linear resistive networks without the need for iterations over nonlinearity.
Algorithms for solving piecewise-linear resistive networks fall into one of the three goups: 1) combinatorial algorithms that consider all possible states of the network and eliminate states corresponding to virtual solutions [l], [2] ; 2) Newton-Raphson based algorithms, which are modifications of the original Newton-Raphson algorithm for the case of piecewise-linjear equations [I]; 3) algorithms that trace the solution curve through regions where boundary conditions are satisfied by changing the independent sources 1 [3] - [6] , all based on the Katzenelson algorithm [3] . The algorithms in the third group are efficient, especially when applied to time-domain simulation, where the network Publisher Item Identifier S 105'7-7 122(96) 03916-5. solution in the previous time point is used as the initial solution for the next point. Starting from the initial solution, these algoIithms trace cause and effect sequence of state changes to determine the correct network state. This advantage over combinatorial and Newton-Raphson based algorithms is particularly important when the considered network includes resistive memory elements such as flip-flops or thyristors. Such networks can have multiple solutions, and the correct network state depends not only on the values of network sources and stored energy of reactive elements in the considered time point, but also on the network history. The main drawback of the algoritlhms in the third group is that their application is restricted to piecewise-linear networks with elements that have continuous characteristics. In many practical networks suitable for piecewise-linear modeling, such as the networks encountered in power electronics, elements with discontinuous characteristics are needed. For example, for studies of switch-mode power converters over many switching cycles, when details of switching transitions can be ignored, it is convenient to model power transistors as controlled switches. Unfortunately, such simple device models have discontinuous characteristics, thus invalidating most of the results available for piecewise-linear networks, including the state-detenniination algorithms in the third group. The main purpose of this paper is to extend the application domain of the Katzenelson algorithm to networks with piece wise-linear elements that do not necessarily have continuous characteristics. The second objective is to show how the new state-determination algorithm provides the basis for a general and efficient time-domain simulator. We focus on power electronic applications, where available general-purpose simulation tools are often inadequate, as detailed in [7] and [8].
The scope of the paper and the problem statement are given in Section 11. Section I11 describes the modifications of the Katzenelson algorithm to enable handling of piecewise-linear elements with discontinuous characteristics. Application of the proposed algorithm to the time-domain simulation is discussed in Section IV. A controlled buck dc-dc converter is used as a simulation example in Section V, and conclusions are given in Section VI.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The network under consideration is a nonlinear resistive network whose nonlinear elements are represented by piecewise- 
3=1
Here, y3 is the jth network variable (voltage or current), n is the number of the network vanables, and e!;), e:) are constant parameters for the specified state 0. In general, the number of boundary conditions also depends on the state of the network. One should note that the boundary conditions and therefore the states of the elements can depend on any number of network variables, as shown by (2).
For any given state cr of the network, all boundary conditions can be expressed in a matrix form System of network equations for the linear network corresponding to a network state i s can be expressed as
where H(") is the system matrix for the given state cr and P is the source incidence matrix, dependent on the network topology, but not dependent on the network state. The source
where ZG is the vector of independent sources in the network, and xp(cr) contains the right-hand side parameters in the characteristics of piecewise-linear elements for the given state cr. We assume that the system (4) has a unique solution,
for all possible states of the network. 
An Example
As an example, consider the network of Fig. 1 .
The switch S is controlled by the voltage U C , and modeled with two states, 0 and 1, as shown in Table I . In state 0 the switch is off and represented as an open circuit, while in state 1 it is on and represented as a short circuit. The state transition rule for the switch is simple because the switch has only two states: if a boundary condition for one state is violated, the state is changed to the other one.
The diode is modeled with three states: 0, 1, and 2, as given in Table 11 . Piecewise-linear element characteristic of the diode is shown in Fig. 2 . The state transition rule is illustrated by Fig. 3 . The new state of the diode is determined by the previous state and the violated boundary condition. Nodes in the graph of Fig. 3 represent the diode states, while branches represent the violated boundary conditions. Boundary conditions in Fig. 3 (branches of the graph) are numbered as in Table 11 .
The network state is defined as an ordered set cr = ( CTS, crp), where as is the switch state, and OD is the diode state. given. According to the bouindary condition for the switch, the state of the switch has to be changed. In the example of Fig. 1 , when the voltage E crosses the threshold value 2 V, the switch boundary condition is violated, and the switch changes the state from 1 to 0, causing the network state change from (1, 0) to (0, 0). However, the solution corresponding to the (0, 0) state is a virtual solution, which means that further state changes must occur. Such state change initiated state changes, not considered by the algorithms [3]- [6] , are resolved by the algorithm described in this paper.
A flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 .
The algoritlhm starts from a known initial solution of the network y := yold and ~7 = gold, for the independent source values X G old. The new source vector XG new is given. First, the solution is found assuming that the network remains in the initial state ~7 = gold, where prime in y',,, indicates the first iteration in obtaining the final solution ynew.
If the boundary conditions are satisfied, the solution yold = y ' , , , of the network is found. If y',,, is a virtual solution, the search for a new network state starts with linearly changing the source vector form Xold to z , , , ,
where As a result, the corresponding output vector and the vector of boundarj conditions change: linearly 14) and with the assumed finall solution yfneW = y(X$,), given by (12) . The solution point is linearly dragged between these two points,
and boundary condition vallues are monitored for a boundary condition violation. The idea is to remove the discontinuity, i.e., the jump from yold to :yfneW, in the network voltages and currents at X = XCS. are not satisfied, the iteration over p is repeated using the point 2 as the starting point and the point 3' as the end point. Boundary condition violation is found at the point 3, and the network state is changed to cr = (0, 2), which corresponds to the point
4.
Since the boundary conditions are satisfied at the point 4 for the state (0, 2), the network solution y(X&,) is found, and the iteration over p is completed. The iteration over p may become an infinite loop if the same network state is repeated. Such a case would arise if the network does not have a solution for the given vector of independent sources and the element models applied. The loop is terminated when the repeated network state is detected. Otherwise, assuming that the network state is not repeated, and because the number of states is finite, the algorithm will converge to a solution of the network at XgS in a finite number of steps.
The obtained solution y(X&), and the corresponding state of the network determines the new initial point to proceed with the iteration over X , which is repeated until the solution and the corresponding final network state are reached for X = 1.
In the considered example this corresponds to the line segment 4-5 in Fig. S. Since the boundary conditions for the state are satisfied at the point 5 , the solution ynew is found and the algorithm terminates.
If the part bounded by the dashed lines is removed in the flowchart of Fig. 4 , the algorithm reduces to the original Katzenelsm algorithm (iteration over A). The dashed part is the Katzerielson algorithm applied again (iteration over p), but with independent sources frozen at X = XCS. During the iteration over p (dragging of the solution point over the line segment connecting the solution points at the discontinuity), element characteristics of all linear, continuous piecewise-linear, and those discontinuous piecewise-linear elements that have the same state at the two endpoints of the discontinuity, are satisfied. Element characteristics of discontinuous piecewiselinear elements that have different states at the endpoints are implicitly altered to remove the discontinuity.
Iv. APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM TO THE TIME-DOMAIN
SIMULATION OF PIECEWISE-LINEAR NETWORKS
The algorithm described in Section I11 is well suited for time-domain simulation of piecewise-linear networks that contain elements with possibly discontinuous characteristics.
We assume that all reactive elements in the network are replaced by their resistive equivalents according to some implicit numerical integration algorithm [9] , with the timestep equal to At. The time-domain simulation of the network is reduced to solving a sequence of resistive networks. Solution of the network at the previous time point t is used as the initial point for solving the network at the current time point t + At.
We also assume that the time step At is small enough to justify linear interpolation of the network variables between Z and t + At. If this is not the case, the state-changing instant should be localized. The false-position method is applied for this purpose in [lo] .
To apply the algorithm, all independent sources of the network are varied linearly between t and t + a t ,
If the network changes its state, the time point of the state transition is determined by where Xes is given by (11) .
Once Xes is determined, the algorithm proceeds as described in Section 111. During the iteration over p, the time variable is frozen, which affects the representation of reactive elements in the network. Assuming that Dirac impulses of the network voltages and currents do not occur during the state changes, inductors are represented as ideal current sources and capacitors are represented as ideal voltage sources, with values determined by inductor currents and capacitor voltages at t = tcS: respectively.
When the network solution at tAS is obtained, the simulation can proceed to the next time step, taking this solution as the initial point.
V. A SIMULATION EXAMPLE
To illustrate application of the proposed algorithm, timedomain simulation of a regulated buck converter (Fig. 6) is presented. The converter has been frequently used for verification and comparison purposes in the literature on simulations in power electronics [7] , [ll] , [12] .
Simulation is performed using program PETS (Power Electronics Transient Simulator), where the algorithm described in this paper has been implemented. The program applies standard numerical integration of network differential equations, and a representation of piecewise-linear and reactive elements that results in a constant system matrix for the discretized network [lo]. The network is described in an input file, which has a format very similar to the SPICE input file format.
The network example consists of a buck converter C2, R3. operational amplifier), soft-start circuit (C,. R4), pulsewidth modulator (vramP, comparator HC1. D c~, vo, flipflop) and overcurrent protection ( r i , controlled source, vllm, comparator HC2, Dc2). The converter is modeled exactly as shown in Fig. 6 , without any simplifications, or additional information supplied to the simulator. Startup simulation of thle considered converter during the first 20 ms of operation is performed. Fig. 7 shows the converter output voltage during the startup transient. The inductor LO current is shown in Fig. 8 . Effects of the overcurrent protection can be observed in the time interval between 0.5 ms and 2 ms. In the time interval between about 2.5 ms and 4 ms the converter operates in the discontinuous conduction mode. After 20 ms it can be assumed that the converter reached its steady state, and it opeirates in the continuous conduction mode.
To illustrate details of switching transitions in the converter, resolved by the state determination algorithm, the network voltages v(15), v(16), states of the switch and the comparator in the current-limiting circuit, as well as the inductor current in the time interval from 0.6 ms to 0.8 ms are shown in Fig. 9 .
During the presented time interval, overcurrent protection is activated several times. This process is initiated when the and the switch to be turned off [Fig 9(c) ]. Turning the switch off causes its current to fall to zero instantaneously, which can be obsarved in v(15) = diagram in Fig. 9(a) . Since the voltage of ithe positive input of the current-limiting comparator is lower than the voltage of the negative input again, the comparator state is changed to off [ Fig. 9(c) ]. Since the switch is turned off, the inductor current starts to fall [ Fig. 9(d)] .
Next, the converter response to the step change in the input voltage from 20 V to 40 V is, simulated.
Step change of the input voltage is applied when the converter is operating in the steady state. To obtain the steaidy-state operation, the converter is simulated starting with zero initial conditions for 100 ms and then the step change in the input voltage is applied. The Simulatj on results presented here are in excellent agreement with the results given in [7] , [ll] , and [12] . Compared to other approaches to simulation of power electronic networks, the main <idvantage of PETS is that the state-determination algorithm removes the need for any prior knowledge of Using PETS, the state-determination algorithm described in this paper has been extensively tested and proven to be applicable to networks encountered in power electronics. Additional application examples can be found in [lo] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper an algorithm for solving piecewise-linear networks that may contain piecewise-linear elements with discontinuous characteristics is presented. The algorithm finds a solution for a given input by tracing the solution curve from a known solution obtained for some other input. It is based on the Katzenelson algorithm [3] , modified to resolve difficulties caused by discontinuous piecewise-linear element characteristics. When a state change is detected, the network is examined for possible state changes caused by voltage or current discontinuities. When such state change initiated state changes are detected, the input vector is frozen at the value obtained when the state change is encountered, and the solution point is dragged over the line segment that connects the solution points at the discontinuity in order to determine the first violation of boundary conditions, and the related state change. This process is essentially the Katzenelson algorithm applied again, inside the iteration of the original Katzenelson algorithm.
If the network does not have a solution, the state of the network is repeated during the iteration, and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, since the number of states is finite, the algorithm converges to a solution in a finite number of steps.
The algorithm is particularly suitable for time-domain simulation of piecewise-linear networks, and a method for such application is described. In applications, we focus on networks encountered in power electronics, where frequently used models include controlled switches and other discontinuous piecewise-linear elements. An example of the time-domain simulation of a controlled buck dc-dc power converter illustrates practical application of the proposed algorithm.
The algorithm has been implemented in program PETS (Power Electronics Transient Simulator) and extensively tested in simulations of power electronic circuits.
